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Dear all,
We can hardly keep up with all the new
developments, let alone summarize
them in a newsletter. Por Eso! Perú is
growing by leaps and bounds. High up
in the Peruvian Andes as well as behind

!
!
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the scenes. Fortunately, we (Jolanda
and Simone), haven’t been alone in
doing this for years now, but work
together with our Peruvian team.
From ‘just vegetable gardens’ we’ve
developed into applying a complete
and holistic approach to tackle the
issues in the communities.
We’re proud of the concept in itself, but
we’re of course even prouder of the
tangible results.
We still often find ourselves standing
with our feet in the mud, but lately we
have also had our heads up in the
clouds. In this newsletter we bring you
mostly many facts and figures.
We’re continuing and hope to start
working with new communities. But we
can only do this with your support. This is
why this newsletter contains a special
appeal to our readers to support Por
Eso! (page 10).

!
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Important visitors for Por Eso! In July a delegation from the Peruvian Ministry of
Education from Lima visited the projects. It was a research visit, to see if the
Ministry – following the example of Por Eso! – can implement the classes in the

O

entire region. And: in the start of September the Ministry will pay another visit! This
time to give a 2-day workshop to the 35 regular teachers from ‘our’ nine
agriculture schools. The Ministry noticed that these regular teachers show hardly

U

any interest for the agriculture classes. The Ministry would like to include the focus
on the vegetable gardens and healthy lunches in the official school curriculum.
Our nine communities would function as a pilot to this purpose. If all goes well,
the Ministry will include our agriculture classes in the curriculum! Then we can

D

really say: theory classes at school? MISSION ACCOMPLISHED! But of course we
aren’t quite there yet.
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All throughout 2015 we’ve been
delivering weekly agriculture and
cooking classes to 213 students and
119 parents. For the cooking classes
we have bought the necessary kitchen
utensils. Nothing now stands in the
way of a healthy lunch or meal any
longer. The dining area as well as the
school kitchen have all the necessary
supplies for preparing and eating.

SELLING ORGANIC VEGETABLES BOXES

FAMILY GARDENS

THE FIRST 6 MONTHS OF 2015 WE HAVE SOLD 160 ORGANIC

139 families working on 924 seedbeds (each
bed measure 8 by 1.20 metres). We have
already rewarded 30 families with their own
greenhouse. This year we’re going to build
family greenhouses for another 52 families. We
select the families carefully, to ensure that they
will actually use the greenhouse too. After the
construction we monitor the families for at
least a year.

VEGETABLE BOXES COMING FROM THE NINE PROJECTS. 57
FAMILIES TAKE PART IN ‘THE PANZA VERDE MARKET’. THEY
MAKE SURE THE VEGETABLES ARE AT THE POR ESO! OFFICE, ALL
WASHED AND READY TO GO, EVERY FRIDAY MORNING, SO WE
CAN TAKE THEM TO THE DISTRIBUTION POINTS THROUGHOUT
THE VALLEY. IT’S NOT A SMALL TASK, LOGISTICALLY SPEAKING.
BUT IT’S WORTH IT CONSIDERING THE EXTRA INCOME IT
GENERATES FOR THE FAMILIES.

!

In the first 6 months of 2015 we have
already installed 66 ‘improved kitchens’
that require less wood or manure and
don’t emit smoke inside the house. The
kitchenettes are part of our ‘Vivienda
Saludable’ program (Healthy Homes).
Por Eso! has installed a total of 510.

HEALTHY HOMES: IMPROVED KITCHEN
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STARTING YOUNG….

!

INSTALLATION
OF
WATER RESERVOIRS
So far, we have received three times ‘unusable’ promotional banners from the Creemos
group in Lima thanks to their connection with Clear Channel. We do use these banners, to
cover ceilings, protect vegetable gardens, amongst other things. From 2015 we use them for
our water reservoirs.
This is how it works: we catch streams of groundwater during the dry periods (May to
November). Using a simple system of pipes and taps we conduct this water towards the
vegetable gardens. We have installed no less than – thanks to an additional donation of
pipes and taps from Creemos– 33 of these reservoirs. Not all of them are fully operational yet
but as soon as our finances allow for it, we will start using them.
The construction of the basins using the promotional banners is something new and is a
huge success in the communities. Everyone wants one. We have put a stop to the requests
for now but we hope to install more in 2016.
Meanwhile, we’re also still around the table with the Ministry of Agriculture about the
execution of a large irrigation project.
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In our VIVIENDA SALUDABLE (Healthy Homes) program we focus on improving the situation in and around
the houses of the families according to the guidelines from the WHO. We carry out the program following
our own philosophy and achieve results through an incentive and reward system. We ask the families for
example: to make their house look pretty (resulting in amazing drawings on the façade); to remove any
beds from the kitchen; to ensure the children don’t sleep in the same bed as the parents and to keep a
vegetable garden. Through these efforts the self-esteem surrounding the ‘home’ grows by leaps and
bounds. We are invited into the homes to receive a tour. Por Eso! offers rewards such as the kitchenettes,
cabinets, natural fridges (we’ve installed 118 of these this year), and seeds for the vegetable garden. The
best families can even earn themselves their very own greenhouse.

!
!
!
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And... Action! In May the Peruvian television
accompanied us for a day. The documentary
WILL BE FINISHED in October. We’ll share the
link via Facebook and in the following
newsletter.

The families from our project in Cchicchimarca
participated in the local agriculture fair. The
vegetables from their very own gardens and
greenhouses won them first place!

In august the author Kristine Groenhart personally
handed us the cheque for the proceeds generated
by the sales of her children’s book ‘Mulberry
House’ so far. Isn’t that fantastic?
Soooo, still looking for a great (Dutch) children’s book?
Get Mulberry House

!

HTTP://WWW.BOL.COM/NL/C/BOEKEN/KRISTINE-GROENHART/2772812/
INDEX.HTML

The families from the project in Cconchacalla
participated in the yearly regional ‘agriculture
expo-fair’ and they also won first prize with their
vegetables. They’re going use the money to
purchase an irrigation system for the vegetable
garden.
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¡HURRAY! Por Eso! is one of the winners of the
international BASF charity competitions. BASF
employees were asked to nominate a charity
and then had to get as many votes as possible.
BASF has donated a whopping 5000 dollars to
construct additional greenhouses in 2015/2016.

!
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EXPANDING
LETTING GO
THE FUTURE
We’re in the middle of talks with Por Eso! Perú and Por Eso! in the Netherlands about how to continue in 2016 and beyond. In terms
of organization, finances and of course out in the field. Which communities we can let go of, how to design the curriculum for the
classes at the schools as efficiently as possible, for which we are gratefully relying on the collaboration with the Ministry of
Education. Which communities and how many new communities Por Eso! can take on in 2016. What the budget will look like, which
new funding partners we can approach, etc. Our goal is to have consolidated the plans in Spanish (to fundraise in Peru) and in
Dutch, by October. We will obviously keep you updated.
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We’ve been approached by the Brazilian multinational
Odebrecht (a construction company) for a possible
collaboration. Odebrecht is going to install the
‘gasoducto’, an enormous gas pipeline from the
Amazon to Lima. The pipes will go right through some of
the communities where Por Eso! works and some of the
neighbouring communities. One such neighbouring
community is Soncco. Odebrecht would like to
construct some greenhouses there. We have handed in
our proposal, our three-year project plan and budget
for the construction of 130 greenhouses. Now all we
can do is wait for an answer.

Viviana Lindo is a Peruvian lady that lives in
Washington, where she has been raising funds for
Por Eso! for years. This year she is also supporting
her hometown of Siccaya in the Junín province,
where her father became mayor in 2015. In
October a delegation from Siccaya will come to
visit us to learn from Por Eso! In January Por Eso! will
go and visit Siccaya. This way we hope to establish
our first sister-project in the north of Peru.

We did a check-up for parasites and anemia on the
36 pupils of the school in Cchicchimarca in 2015.
We repeat the check-up every 3 months with the
children that test positive. The last time no less than
23 children had parasites and 9 were found to have
severe anemia. Cchiccimarca is our most recent
community. We’re working together with the local
health service. They don’t have any funds for
medication, so Por Eso! has provided these. This
year we were hardly seeing any improvement. We
then realized that the parents weren’t administering
the medicine. The medication is now being
administered at school under the supervision of Por
Eso!
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We regularly publish the latest
developments, photos and
videos on Facebook. Follow us:

!

www.facebook.com/poresoperu

MAKE A CONTRIBUTION

No donations… no Por Eso! Foundation…..
We would love your support. Thanks to your contribution
we can continue our projects.Our gratitude is big.
Enormous in fact.
Hasta el próximo newsletter,
Jolanda y Simone

!

http://poreso.org/donation/

DONATE NOW
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